
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Ribbon Trial 
 

Saturday 1
st

 April 2017 
Mairehau High School 

 

Running Order:  
Ring 1: Senior, Intermediate, Novice, Starters 
Ring 2: Elem B, Elem A, Jps C, Jps B, Jps A 

 

 

 
Entries from: 8.30 am 

Judging commences: 9.00 am 
 
 

Judges: 
 Carole Logan: Senior, Intermediate, Novice, Starters 

Wayne Grant:, Jps C, JpsB, JpsA 
Jess Tansey: Elem B, Elem A, YKC 

 

All Classes: $2.50 each 
 

Refreshments will be available 
Note:  

 You do not need to be a member of the NZKC to compete at Ribbon Trials. 

 Once a class has started running no more entries will be accepted. 

 We would appreciate if you have your entry formed filled out before stepping up to the table to enter. 

 Correct change is appreciated. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Elementary A & B  
Eligibility to Enter  

Elementary B: Open to new handlers who are handling new dogs. A new handler is defined as the handler never having won an 
Elementary on a clear round, placed 1st to 3rd in any other standard class on a clear round or attained the title of AD or JD with 
any dog. A new dog is defined as one which has never won an Elementary class on a clear round, placed 1st to 3rd in any other 
standard class on a clear round or attained the title of AD or JD.  
Dogs winning Elementary B on a clear round are then eligible for Elementary A.  
Elementary A: Open to new dogs (may have experienced handler). A new dog is defined as one which has never won an 
Elementary A class on a clear round, placed 1st to 3rd in any other std class on a clear round or attained the title of AD or JD   
• Dogs may not be entered in both Elementary B and Elementary A.  
• Dogs entered in Elementary B or A may not also be entered in the Novice class at the same event.  

YKC will be at the end of the day is the first free ring. 


